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athy McMahan has been a member of SNUG for a long, long time; and 
she has watched her company, our vendor and our industry go through 
many changes and continue to come out on top.  Her dedication to 

Answer Plus, Allan Fromm, Startel and SNUG has had a very personal impact on 
all.  Kathy is a firm believer in not spending resources unless she is sure she can 
replace those resources, and that conservatism has helped her make the best 
decisions over the years.  “It’s funny,” she said, “how everything in your past life 
plays a part in your future.  There must be a plan.” 
 
Cathy is at the time of her life when it is easy to look back and realize how truly 
blessed she has been.  “I look at all those years and I think about how wonderful 
my life has been, my husband, our son and daughter, our grand kids, my job!  
Everything has been so special; I’m fortunate to have been able to live this life. 
And sometimes I wonder why I was singled out to have such a wonderful life.”  
When there are so many hardships in the world, so many people living in poverty, 
so many women in other countries living under oppression and even terror - How 
blessed are we who can live such privileged lives?  There must be a plan! 
 
Chance can have such an impact.  What made Cathy go to her company Christmas 
party the night she met her husband to 
be?  What brought her to the small 
communications company, started in 
Ottumwa, Iowa that was to be her career 
for so many years, no matter how many 
times she resigned from her position?   
What brought Cathy and Allan Fromm 
together that would keep their 
partnership as colleagues and friends 
throughout decades?  
 
“I graduated from North High School in 
1968,” said Cathy, “and I was fortunate to 
go to work for LOOK Magazine; a 
company that had a huge presence here 
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in Des Moines.”  I 
had not worked 
there very long 
when I went to the 
company Christmas 
party.  I remember 
standing near a 
table and thinking 
that a fellow was 
staring at me.  I 
asked my friend if 
she thought he was 
looking at me, and 
she said, “That 
redhead sitting at 
the table?  I know 
him, come on, I’ll 
introduce you.”  That 
was the beginning of nearly five decades together.  Jon had attended the College 
of Automation and worked in the Premiums Department at LOOK Magazine.  Five 
months later they were married!  With Jon as her partner, Cathy searched for the 
right job.  There had to be a plan. 
 
“I was young, and my job at LOOK wasn’t satisfying, so I moved on.” Cathy 
laughed. “I held 15 jobs between my 18th and 25th years.  None of those jobs 
challenged me so I was constantly looking for change.  I was working for the Polk 
County, Juvenile Court, when a woman asked, ‘How would you like to work for a 
really nice man who doesn’t micro manage and doesn’t look over your shoulder?  
Someone who just tells you what needs to be done, and leaves you alone and 
expects you to do it?’  She explained, ‘I am talking about my husband, John Lund.  I 
think you would like working for him.’  Cathy had her interview and was 
immediately asked when she could start!  She gave two-week’s notice and went to 
her new job.   
 
“This job interested me; this job had challenges!  I settled in and became the ‘Shop 
Mom’, working for John Lund and four other men at Answer Iowa – an answering 
service and paging company.  The directors were all about 65; I was 25 at the time.  
I never had anything to do with the answering service at first; I worked with the 
paging group.   I had never even seen a pager, never held one; but I was very 
fortunate to work with a wonderful man named Don Power who was a mentor 
and if you wanted to learn, he would teach you.”  He answered Cathy’s many, 
many questions and never made her feel dumb.  “He could tell if I was ‘getting it’ 
or not, and he would explain over and over, in one way and then another, until he 
was sure I understood,” she said.  “It was a wonderful education and I’ve always 
been grateful.”  Yes, it was part of the plan. 
 

(Continued from page 1) 
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“In November 1978, after four years working for Answer Iowa, (and working 
full time in a part time job) I gave notice (for the first time).   My husband had 
accepted a new job in Sioux City, Iowa and once again, it was time to move on.  
My boss, John Lund, was so sweet; he sent me to Sioux City, at the company’s 
expense, to do an audit at one of his offices so my husband and I could look for 
a place to live.   
 
“I walked into the office and the manager immediately informed me that she 
was quitting.  She said she was sure they would rather have me manage the 
office and she wanted to work somewhere that she didn’t have to worry about 
employees or customers”.  Was THAT part of the plan? 
 
“We moved to Sioux City the Wednesday after Thanksgiving.  I unpacked on 
Thursday, found a babysitter on Friday and went in to work on Saturday when 
we had a call out. ‘I’m pregnant; I’m sick and I’m not coming in today!’  The 
end.  What a beginning!!   
 
I had never worked in our answering service and had only seen the cord 
boards at our downtown Des 
Moines office. I had worked 
on the paging side of the 
company.  I was given an 
hour and a half of training 
during a blizzard!  When I 
showed up for training the 
Monday before I was to 
move, everyone was really 
too busy to assist me.  I was 
there with the assistant 
manager and two other 
people and it was crazy busy; 
everything was closing 
because of the snow. There 
were 6 switchboards and 
after watching for a while I 
decided maybe I could at 
least help answer.  I sat 
down and plugged in to my 
first call and there was no 
answer; I answered another 
call and there was no one 
there.  After about four 
times I remarked that people 
were really rude because no 
one would answer me, and 
the assistant manager said, 
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‘Perhaps, if you put the ear piece in your ear it would help!’  So embarrassing!” 

“I was determined to be a good manager and to learn everything I could, as quickly as I could.  The call 
out that first day was going to speed up the process.  I needed to learn about answering the switch 
boards as quickly as possible and my first challenge was that I’d never seen an A-1 console which is what 
they had in the Sioux City office.  I had no idea how to even plug in a headset, so I sat with the operator 
that was there assuming he would help point me in the right direction.    Instead, he sat there staring at 
me and was unresponsive when I asked questions – both hostile and unhelpful.   I was sitting beside him 
and I kept hearing an alarm going off nearby.  He was just ignoring it, but I couldn’t, “Please tell me what 
that noise is.” I asked.  “It’s a fire alarm,” he replied.  I asked where it was located and what it was for 
and he didn’t answer.  I finally found it hanging on the wall behind the rack used for information cards 
and messages, clearly marked “FIRE ALARM, JC Penny.”  I guess that once I’d found it, he no longer found 
it fun to watch me because he actually called the fire department.    The service was supposed to be 
monitoring it!   

“This very unpleasant person was my first experience with an employee that needed to be disciplined 
and eventually dismissed.  Among his other sins, I discovered he used to hit his fellow employees with his 
crutches when they refused to do whatever he wanted them to do.  The last straw was when he called 
out saying he had to have back surgery.  He was off for 5 weeks and refused to answer when we called, 
never gave us any information as to his anticipated return, never answered questions.” Cathy said 
indignantly, “I wrote him a letter explaining that we were now at the point where we either needed to 
have him return or to replace him. When he didn’t respond, I terminated his employment.”  

“I think I forgot to mention that he was a 20 something young 
man.  Although I knew that he was male and black, as well as 
disabled, to me he was an employee that was perfectly capable 
of doing his job and chose not to.  He was irresponsible, cared 
little about how he treated his co-workers and it was time for 
him to move on. That was my plan!”  The response from Cathy’s 
home office when she told them was immediate! 

 ‘Now you’ve done it!’  My bosses said. ‘We are going to have 
everyone coming down on us; he’s a minority, he has injuries, 
he’s gay!’  They were right; two weeks later there was a hearing 
and my boss, and the attorney and I went together.  I told my 
story; he was a terrible employee and intimidated everyone! 
When it was over, the decision made by all the minority 
representatives was unanimous - we were right to fire him!”  
When you are right, and you take care in your documentation, 

things go well.  It was part of the plan. 
 
It took a while, but Cathy finally got the Sioux City office running well and she had truly learned the 
telephone answering side of the business.  However, Sioux City never really felt like Home to the couple.  
“It was not comfortable from the very beginning!”  Cathy explained, “Jon and I looked at one another 
after the move and said, ‘What have we done?’  Three years later we still were not happy there so we 
decided to move back to Des Moines.  Once again, I gave notice (the second time). Once again, John 
Lund made an offer I couldn’t refuse.” 

(Continued from page 3) 
 

cont... 

Catherine, Aubrey, and Meredith 
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cont... 
(Continued from page 4) 
 
“Move back to Des Moines,” he said. “Move back and run the new paging company that we’re 
developing.  We’re going to call it Call STAR Paging and will use satellite technology to transmit paging 
signals over large geographic areas.  This has never been done before, but we are confident we can do 
it!” 
 
“It was so exciting to be in on the beginning of something so incredible.  It was a huge accomplishment.  
When it was time to launch, in 1984, we planned a gala event.  Tom Stropp, from the Telelocator, and 
Joe Laseau from ATSI were at the ribbon cutting ceremony for Call Star Paging, and I was the ‘Call Star 
Mom’!”  Cathy laughed, “I stood at the back of the room crying; it was so emotional; I was just so proud 
of the whole thing!  This was a great team, they were very kind, they cared about people and everyone 
got along.  We all had a good time, growing this business together was serious, but fun.”  Cathy’s voice 
still cracks at the memory. What an important part of her life.  It was part of the plan. 
 
“In 1991, through all the changes, I was still working for the original Directors. They were in their estate 
planning years and realized the time had come for things to change.  By that time, we had 15 locations, 
most were in Iowa, but there were others in Duluth, St. Cloud and Rochester, Minnesota, and Fargo, 
North Dakota, and Biloxi and Pascagoula, Mississippi.  Some were paging locations, other were alarm 
services and there were also some telephone answering services.  Eventually, the company had a buyout 
offer from the telephone company, and it would change hands in May of 1991.  However, this was the 
time of the Bell Telephone breakup, and Judge Green would not give permission for the answering 
service to be part of the sale. The telephone company agreed to purchase the radio, licensing and paging 
components for the same price but the partners would have to find a buyer for the answering service 
component.”  Cathy stayed to help. 
 
“I had given notice for the first of May (the third time), since the company would be changing hands and 
I didn’t think I wanted to be involved with the phone company.  Now the partners came to me and said, 
‘We want you to run the answering service and be President of the company.’  I agreed and a month 
later the bookkeeper and I began anew. We hired two other staff members and signed agreements to 
act as agents for U S West Paging in some of our smaller towns where it didn’t make sense for them to 
have employees.  So, there I was,” she laughed, “still working for the same people even though I had 
given notice three separate times!”  There had to be a plan. 
 
“Later I was told that the Directors felt if they spun us off and gave us enough money to pay the first 
payroll, we had a chance of remaining solvent for at least 6 months.  They knew there wasn’t enough 
time to sell the answering service prior to U S West completing the purchase but wanted to give all of 
our employees, that were retained by the Answering Service side, an opportunity to find other 
employment.” She explained.  
 
“Happily, they had underestimated our resolve and in 2001, after celebrating our 10th anniversary, they 
made a decision to sell the company.  This would allow our aging stockholders and directors the 
opportunity to complete their estate planning.” 
 
There were three parties that were interested in purchasing Answer Plus and one was Allan Fromm. He 
and Peter DeHann visited all the locations, and Allan took her aside and said, “I want to buy Answer Plus. 
I will keep the same offices and the same people in the same jobs but I would like to have you stay and 
run it.”  “I didn’t want to see it split up!” Cathy added, “I couldn’t quit.  I agreed to stay one year!” 
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“One year became two, and then three, and finally, in 2010, I went to Allan and said, ‘I’d like to retire when 
I am 66.’  He smiled and agreed.  Recently, I told him ‘I’m not quite ready to retire.” “Cathy,” he said, “you 
can work until you’re 90 if you want to.  I don’t want you to leave.”  Since Allan insists he is never going to 
retire, he and Cathy McMahan make perfect business partners!  “I’m very much a bottom line person,” 
Cathy acknowledged, “and Allan is someone who sees into the future.  He’s also one of the kindest people 
I’ve ever known and it’s been an honor to work for him the last 16 years.”  All part of the plan. 
 
Answer Plus currently has five sites, Des Moines, where the headquarters is located, Waterloo, Cedar 
Rapids, Davenport, and Ottumwa; and Cathy loves all of them.  “This is the kind of company where being 
together is more important than money.  I have one manager who has been with me for 20 years,” she 
smiled proudly, then continued, “the rest have been with me over 26 years!  At a recent manager’s meeting 
one of the group said that it was likely that she (or any of them) could go someplace else and make more 
money, but, she added, “I like being treated like a human being.”  That is important to both Cathy and 
Allan. 
 

 
“When we were looking for the right equipment for Answer Plus, I really gave every platform an honest 
look.” Cathy went on, “I wanted a system that would be fairly simple to program, intuitive for our staff to 
use and one that would give our clients a great impression of our service.  Of course, I wanted the bells and 
whistles that would make us more efficient, and that would knock the socks off our prospective customers.  
I was confident that I could have all that and more with the Startel System.  It helped that in the early days 
John Lund and I met Don Berry. He just walked into our office one day; he had been driving through the 
country trying to meet people in the TAS industry, and we were one of the fortunate few that he 
visited.  He was a really, really nice man. 
 
 
“I attended one very early SNUG meeting and returned home asking Allan to promise I would NEVER have 
to attend another meeting again.” She sighed, “Those early years were chaotic and unfriendly! Nothing like 
the wonderful camaraderie and assistance that we have today.  I have a great appreciation for the people 
who guided SNUG to become the amazing Users Group it is today.  We have a real partnership with our 
vendor, and a user group, that I think is second to none.” That too, is part of the plan. 
 
Cathy and Jon will be celebrating their 48th wedding anniversary in May.   She still loves that red-headed 
guy who stared at her so long ago and they have had a good life together.  “We have a son, John, and a 
daughter, Shawn, and I recently realized how much I had worked as they were growing up.” She said, “We 
talked about it and they insisted that they were never upset about my work.  ‘It gave us a good work ethic,’ 
one said, ‘you taught us, by example, that if you want something, you have to work for it.” Just another part 
of the plan, and a wonderful gift to give your kids. 
 
John, works for Wells Fargo, where he keeps their systems compliant and in good repair.  He has two girls, 
Aubrey, 10, and Meredith, 9.  Shawn is married to Cory Konrad who works for the Senior PGA tour. Shawn is 
working for an optometrist, although she has stayed home with their daughter Catherine, 12   Cathy LOVES 
being a grandparent, and makes sure to carve out time for her girls.  “Twice a year we have a Girl’s Day 
Out,” she confided. “We have our nails done, and enjoy lunch out, shop a little and then go home and cook 
something special for the family.”  They school shop together and just love being together.  “Those girls 
mean everything to me! Last year at Thanksgiving, when we all shared what we were thankful for, Meredith 
stood up and said she thanked Nana for loving them so much.  They just melt my heart” she sighed.   
 

cont... 
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Dust off your leg warmers and skinny ties as we fire 

up the flux capacitor and gun our night to 88mph! 

 

Tuesday May 2nd 2017 

 

A Retro-Event night party courtesy of Startel Corp. 
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Lauren Garza – Speed-E’z Exchange has worked for Speed-E'z Exchange, a 
family business started by Jo Ann Browne, since 1997 - when she was 
17.  Beginning as an agent, I became Speed-E'z Operations manager in 
2007.   We started with a 5700 and joined the SNUG group in 1999, although 
I didn't get involved with the organization until I was able to attend my first 
conference in 2004.   I have attended as many conferences as I was able 
since then and I really enjoy meeting other people who have similar work 
issues and learning from them.  I have served on the SNUG Board of  
Directors for the past two years, both as the Technical and Membership 
Chair- as well as the Secretary for both years of service, and would welcome 
the opportunity to continue serving SNUG members in any capacity needed.  

 
 
 
 

Kelly Goodwin is the Vice President of Operations for MedCom Professional 
Services, Inc., / Keystone Answering Services based in Levittown,  
Pennsylvania.  Kelly joined the MedCom / Keystone team as a Customer  
Service Agent while still in high school.   
 
Kelly worked as a Customer Service Agent while attending Temple University, 
during which time she began to take on more responsibilities with MedCom / 
Keystone, moving into the role of Database Administrator.  Upon receiving 
her Bachelor’s Degree in Mathematics, Kelly was promoted to Operations 
Manager where she was able to apply the knowledge she had already gained 
in her previous roles.   
 

In order to further her career, and continue her quest for knowledge, Kelly obtained her  
Master’s Degree in Business from LaSalle University, while serving as operations manager.  Upon 
completion of her Master’s Degree, Kelly was promoted to Vice President of Operations, her  
current role.   
 
Kelly is responsible for managing the daily operations at MedCom’s three office locations as well 
as ten remote agent locations. Kelly manages all client interaction, scheduling for all locations, 
and all human resources functions including recruiting, interviewing and hiring all staff.  Kelly has 
been instrumental in developing, implementing and maintaining programs such as Agent  
Evaluation, Supervisor Evaluation, Call Monitoring and Quality Assurance.  Kelly has participated 
in the development of many SNUG programs including Agent, Supervisor and Dispatcher  
Certifications. 
 
Kelly currently serves on the SNUG Board of Directors as the Treasurer and as the Certification 
Chair.  Kelly would be honored to continue serving on the board for another term, in whatever 
role is needed.  

 Meet the 2017 Board of Directors Nominee Slate 
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Lucas Hakes started his career with Ace Answering Service in May of 
2015 as their IT support. His job duties were mainly focused on main-
taining their IT infrastructure, but His duties have since  
expanded drastically. Over the 2 years I have been at Ace, I have slowly 
been taking on more and more roles associated with  
technology and business. I provide 24/7/365 support for any  
technical issues that may arise, I provide insight into where we should 
advance ourselves when dealing with technology, and I have recently 
begun to focus on business development. I now attend several network-
ing groups and chambers of business in order to help Ace branch out. I 

started at Ace shortly after graduating with my Bachelors of Science in Computer Science, 
and have just resumed classes to obtain my Masters in Business Administration (MBA). I 
attended my first SNUG conference last year and fell in love with idea of everyone working 
together to help the Startel industry grow. If chosen for the Board of Directors, I hope to 
provide insight of possible areas to grow, help assist with current projects, and use this op-
portunity to grow with the industry. 
 

 Meet the 2017 Board of Directors Nominee Slate 

DON’T BE STRESSED OVER 
NEW AGENT TRAINING! 

 

SAVE TIME 
Get your newly hired agents trained and answering in  
record time. 
 

SAVE MONEY 
Cut your training costs by implementing a proven system.  The 
TeamSNUG W-BIT and HyperTrack system have been designed 
with maximum efficiency in mind. 
 

FREE TRIAL 
Contact Dan L’Heureux today to start your free, two-week trial 
of the TeamSNUG Web-Based Interactive Training system. 
 

Dan@callconsult.net 
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ere is a link to view the updated agenda for the Startel/PTD  Technical Day:     
 

http://files.constantcontact.com/40b9ae88001/21f25031-1b3a-4e80-84f8-a280caa4d3c9.pdf  
 
The session descriptions are as follows:  Please note this is a tentative schedule and subject to 
change 
 

Session Descriptions: 
 
9am – 10:45am –  201 Technical “How To” 
Join Margaret, Victoria and John Carey from Startel for an in depth technical session. 
Margaret Lally will take you through general failover procedures and teach you how to add 
a new scenario step-by-step.  Additionally, she will cover step- by-step instructions on how 
to add audio files to your Startel SoftSwitch for individualized hold music and PAA 
greetings.   Victoria Nelles will show you some new formula/scripting tricks by covering at 
least 3 solutions provided to users in response to their ‘How to…’ questions.   John Carey will 
take an in depth look at some of the top ‘How to…’ Tech Support requests and get into the 
nuts and bolts of how to address these frequently asked questions.  This will be an 
intermediate level session that all users are welcome to join. 
 
11am – 11:45am –  Dissecting Agent Statistics 
Come to this session prepared to watch Victoria ‘let’s try it’ Nelles dissect Call Detailing 
reports and Snapshot reports.   The key to understanding the more detail intensive reports is 
to generate specific events within the system and immediately dissect the report of 
interest.  We will run through a few call scenarios and do a postmortem using the Call 
Detailing and Snapshot reports.  
 
1pm – 1:30pm –  PVL Browser Tips & Techniques 
Come learn about the PVL Browser queries from basic to advanced, how to use PVL for 
quality control including bookmarks, message view and security levels.  Alan will also cover 
how to export recordings & metadata to the Pinnacle Web.   
 
Concurrent Session – Money Making Ideas Session 
This session is a new addition to the agenda that will be facilitated by Startel and presented 
by users who will share Money Making ideas.  There will be open discussion on how to 
increase revenue for your business.  This is a great opportunity to learn from your peers and/
or share your ideas/experience.  

H 

 

Startel/PTD  Technical Day  
Session Descriptions 

http://files.constantcontact.com/40b9ae88001/21f25031-1b3a-4e80-84f8-a280caa4d3c9.pdf
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1:30pm-2pm  - PInnacle Tips & Tricks 
TBD 
 
Concurrent Session – Auto Dialer 
Utilizing the Startel Auto Dialer is a revenue generating service you can provide to your 
customers.  
This session will include a quick overview of the Auto Dialer features, suggested uses for this 
service and a detailed walk through configuring/starting an out dial campaign for 
Appointment/Event Reminder.   
 
 
2pm – 2:45pm –  TBS, New Features  
Increase your efficiency and profitability with TBS by joining this detailed training session 
presented by Jeff List and Alan Hartmann from PTD.   TBS provides Collection and 
Profitability tools vital to your business!  This session will detail how to use the collection/
profitability tool’s key features: Aging Reports, Late Fee Invoices, Dunning Letters, Global 
Rage Change and ProfitFinder.   Also featured in this session will be training on the use of 
Account Rate templates to simplify the process of adding new business which will increase 
your staff’s efficiency.    Whether you currently using the Total Billing Solution or you are 
thinking about updating your billing software to a new vendor, join this session!  Who 
doesn’t want the opportunity to billing more and collect more revenue?  
 
3pm – 4pm –  HIPAA Primer 
Has your call center/site experienced a HIPAA audit?  If not, are you prepared?  Join Shawn 
Griswold from PTD to discuss how to be prepared for a HIPAA audit.  Attendees will walk 
away with a “guideline” of the types of processes and security measures to put in place 
before an audit occurs.  Think you are already prepared?  Join us to share your knowledge/
experience and possibly learn something new! 
 
4pm – 5pm –  High Availability Primer 
What is High Availability (HA) and how can it benefit your business?  Join Shawn Griswold for 
vital information on what needs to be in place for your premise based systems in order for 
them to be highly available.   This session will include information on several design 
techniques that can be used to create highly available systems.  Implementing HA can 
eliminate downtime while doing HIPAA required software updates as well as during 
unexpected outages/failures.  Walk away from this session with the tools needed to form a 
game plan for High Availability within your server environment.   
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Conference Agenda 

Sunday April 30, 2017 

  
Schedule is Tentative and sub-

ject to possible changes 
Schedule is Tentative and sub-

ject to possible changes 

Registered Attendees  may attend any general or breakout session of choice 

Sunday April 30 
Startel Technical 

Day 
PTD Technical Day 

Time Breakfast on your own Breakfast on your Own 

9:00a-10:45a 
201 Technical "How To"  

- John Carey, Margaret Lally & 
Victoria Nelles 

<<<<<<<<Welcome to attend   

10:45-11:00 BREAK    

11:00-11:45 
Dissecting Agent Statistics - Vic-

toria Nelles 
<<<<<<<<Welcome to attend   

11:45a-1p LUNCH On your Own Lunch on your own 

1:00p-1:30p Money Making Ideas 

PVL Browser Tips & Techniques covers 

PVL Browser queries from basic to advanced, security 
levels, using PVL for quality control, including bookmarks &  
message view, as well as how to export recordings & 

metadata to PInnacle Web. 

1:30p-2:00pm Auto Dialer  PInnacle Tips & Tricks 

2:00p-2:45p 
Total Billing Solutions (TBS) Alan 

Hartmann & Jeff List 
Total Billing Solutions (TBS) Alan 

Hartmann & Jeff List 

2:45p-3:00p Break Break  

3:00-4:00p 
HIPAA Primer - Shawn Griswold, 
Jim Graham & Margaret Lalley 

HIPAA Primer - Shawn Griswold, 
Jim Graham & Margaret Lalley 

4:00-5:00p 
High Availability- Shawn Gris-
wold, Jim Graham & Margaret 

Lalley 

High Availability- Shawn Griswold, 
Jim Graham & Margaret Lalley 

  Evening Events   

5:30pm-6:30pm 
Presidents Reception With 1st 
Time Attendees, BOD &Past-

Presidents 

Presidents Reception With 1st 
Time Attendees, BOD &Past-

Presidents 

6:30pm-8:30pm Opening Reception Opening Reception 
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Monday May 1 Startel/PTD Day Startel/PTD Day 

Time     

8:00am-9:00am BREAKFAST Breakfast   

9:00am-9:15am 
Presidents Welcome  Renita 

Dorty & Rob Ward + Don Berry & 
Allen Kalik Awards 

Presidents Welcome  Renita Dorty 
& Rob Ward + Don Berry & Allen 

Kalik Awards 

9:15a-10:30a State of Startel/PTD: Bill Lane   

10:30a-10:45a Break Break 

10:45-Noon 

Technology Hour + Q&A : S3 
(Multimedia Queuing, Webchat, 
Virtual Hold, Total Billing Solu-

tions  

Technology Hour + Q&A : S3 
(Multimedia Queuing, Webchat, 

Virtual Hold, Total Billing Solutions  

Noon-1pm 
Maryanne Wetmore Leadership 

Foundation Networking Luncheon 
Maryanne Wetmore Leadership 

Foundation Networking Luncheon 

1:00p-2:00p 
New Startel Agent Interface - Vic-

toria Nelles 

New Features & Functionality of 
PINnacle & Sharing the S3 Tech-

nology 

2:00-3:00p SNUG Wish List Session PIN Wish List Session 

3:00p-3:15p Break Break 

3:15-4:00p 
Hosted/Freedom 2: Coast to 

Coast 
Hosted/Freedom 2: Coast to Coast 

4:00p-5:00p Ask Startel/PTD Ask Startel/PTD 

5pm - 6pm  Outside Vendors Wine & Cheese Outside Vendors Wine & Cheese 

6p-8a Evening Open  Evening Open  

Conference Agenda 

Monday May 1, 2017 

  "CLICK HERE" for  Updated Agenda  

http://files.constantcontact.com/40b9ae88001/e0718f87-a0d0-4922-bafd-260c4bea13fd.pdf
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Tuesday May 2 Tuesday May 2 Tuesday May 2 

8:00am-9:00am BREAKFAST Breakfast  

9:00am-9:05am Raffle Drawing Raffle Drawing 

9:05am-11:05am 
Taming the E-mail Beast:  Key 

Strategies for Managing  your E-
mail Overload: Randy Dean 

Managing your Holiday Formulas 

9:05am-11:05am 
Concurrent 

  Managing your Holiday Formulas 

11:05am-11:20am BREAK    

11:20am-12:15pm 
Finding an Extra Hour Every Day:  
Strategies for Reducing Distrac-
tion/Finding Focus: Randy Dean 

Finding an Extra Hour Every Day:  
Strategies for Reducing Distrac-
tion/Finding Focus: Randy Dean 

11:20a-12:15p 
Concurrent 

  
Optional Tech Breakout: VoIP 

monitoring - Nate Gefvert 

12:15pm-1:15pm Lunch Sponsored by ATSI  Lunch Sponsored by ATSI  

1:15pm-1:20pm Raffle Drawing Raffle Drawing 

1:20pm-2:20pm 
Deploying Secured Messaging: 

Aaron Boatin 

Alternate Revenue & Communica-
tions: Shelly Massey / Jeff Wood/ 

Nate Gefvert 

1:20pm-2:20pm 
Concurrent 

InteliSite Member Contact & 
More: Lauren Garza Team 

  

2:20pm-2:45pm ATSI & CAM-X Update ATSI & CAM-X Update 

2:50pm-3:45pm 
SNUG Business Meeting - Mem-

bers ONLY please 
Disaster Recovery Planning: Ray 

Shaw 

3:45pm-4:00pm BREAK Break 

4:00pm-4:30pm 
Pearls of Wisdom from your Col-

leagues 
 Customer DataBase - Shelly Mas-

sey 

4:30p-4:45p   PIN Business Meeting 

5:30pm-7:00pm 
Startel PTD Party/Closing Recep-

tion 
Startel PTD Party/Closing Recep-

tion 

Conference Agenda 

Tuesday May 2, 2017 
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Mayfair Hotel & Spa 
Coconut Grove, Florida 

A MIAMI BOUTIQUE HOTEL BRIMMING WITH ART NOUVEAU DETAILS 

 
Soak up the style and tranquility of the newly renovated luxury Mayfair Hotel & 
Spa, formerly know as the Mayfair House Hotel.  Located in the heart of  
Coconut Grove, this artistic masterpiece blends design elements from Europe, 
Asia, the Caribbean, Mexico, and South America, to paper guests in an  
atmosphere that is both intimate and indulgent. 
 

Reserve your room today at www.TeamSNUG.com 

ROOMS STARTING AT  

$169/NIGHT 

 

4/30/17- 

5/2/17 

! 
Startel National Users Group 
30th Anniversary Conference 
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ne of the biggest problems that call centers face today is staff turnover. Finding and 

retaining qualified staff has a huge impact on the bottom line as well as quality of service. 

Based upon a report from The Quality Assurance & Training Connection (QATC), overall 

agent turnover for the call center industry, as a whole, range between 30–45 percent.”  This 

opening paragraph began the hype that was advertising yet another webinar on the internet. 

WE know those statistics well; and we know how they can hurt our quality and our bottom line.  

Conventional wisdom says that there are things we can do to increase the longevity of our 

employee’s tenure.  There are three phases of employment where we are likely to lose employees – 

during or shortly after training – when we have no chance to recoup our investment.  After a few 

years when the job has served its purpose, such as providing the money for college or paying off a 

debt.  Burnout, the job is no longer satisfying. 

Infant Mortality; we know that infant mortality is one of the biggest issues we face.  If we keep a 

new employee for two months after they’re out of training, we have a pretty good chance of really 

keeping them.  We lose people at the onset for several reasons.   

We oversold the job; this is not the work that they expected. This one is self-explanatory; listen to 

yourself or whoever is doing the initial interview. Are you describing the position and your business 

in glowing colors that would make your current employees wonder what company you’re talking 

about?  Are you straight with people about the requirements and your expectations?  Are you 

truthful about the kinds of calls they might answer? 

The work is more difficult than they anticipated; they are intimidated and overwhelmed. 

Even if you are completely truthful during the interview, the applicant might get the wrong 

impression – pay attention to your peers when they share easier ways to do things.  If your people 

are juggling calls, (most of us now allow agents to take one call at a time), if the accounts are not set 

up with the same organization, if people are expected to remember things rather than knowing 

where to find accurate information - you are setting them up for 

failure.   

Training; is it complete written and presented in a logical order?  

Or do you sit new people with “mentors”?  This is one of the 

fastest ways to intimidate anyone- regardless of how good the 

mentor is. This is also the way to pick up bad habits. 

The culture is uncomfortable for them; they don’t feel they fit 

in, or welcomed.  Coach your supervisors to pay special attention 

to new people and ask them to be sure the new person isn’t left 

alone on a break.  Have that new person sit close to the 

supervisor, or a lead agent, so that they can chat with them 

when it is slow and observe any struggles they may  

be experiencing. 

 

O 

 

 

Employee Turnover – And How to Stop it 

“ 

Hint - try training backwards.  

Dispatching first will teach new 

employees how to recognize a 

good message (and a poor one), 

how to speak with our customers 

and why we ask the things we do.  

It’s also slower paced than  

answering calls so they have a 

chance to prepare before they 

must speak. 
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Cont. from page 16 

They are not motivated or can’t to do a good job: (then we must let them 

go.)  Some people just don’t really want to work.  It isn’t difficult to see if 

you are looking for the signs.  Are they prompt?  Don’t allow tardiness or 

missed work during training, even if you are desperate.  It is more difficult 

to get rid of a poor employee after they are fully trained than during the 

early days of their employment.  It’s OK to work with someone who is 

taking a bit longer to “get it” (but not too long). Recognize that keeping a 

person who really is not up for the job will make both of you unhappy and 

waste a lot of money on your part. 

The job has outlived its purpose for the employee; they become tired of 

carrying the extra load of two jobs (even if one is being a stay at home 

Mom), their classes change, they graduate, their child graduates, or they 

move. 

Their classes change or they graduate; Students make wonderful employees – except that their schedule is 

constantly changing, they must add a lab, or heaven forbid – they graduate and move on.  Plan for this 

eventuality.  Training a new employee who will probably only last the last two or three years they are in 

school is a GREAT thing.  You can probably count on them for that long.  There are no guarantees any new hire 

will last two years. 

Employees do sometimes have to move; a parent needs them, their job moves.  You don’t have to lose that 

employee if they would like to keep working for you.  Don’t be afraid to try remote employment.  It WORKS.  

You trained that person and you should have the benefit.  Otherwise you may have trained them for any one 

of us in the industry who happens to have an office in your employee’s new city. 

You can save employees when the job is no longer satisfying for them – you simply have to ignite a new 

interest. 

The job becomes stale; good employees need a challenge.  They want new responsibilities or things to keep 

them engaged.  WE may just want a good agent, who will answer calls and not want more – but most people 

need to be able to grow.  Find additional things for the motivated employee to do.  Have them call clients to 

confirm account changes or just ask if there is anything else you can do for them.  Ask them to make simple 

programming changes – telephone numbers, on-call.  KNOW that a bored agent will become a former agent if 

you can’t give them more to do. 

They aren’t receiving the compensation or recognition; they need to remain in your company.  Their wages 

have not kept up with their needs.  Times have been tough, we would probably all like to pay our people more 

than we are.  But a significant across the board pay increase is just not possible.  Now is the time to let them 

give themselves a pay raise.  Determine what you want your attendance to be, what you want your quality 

(monitoring) to be, and what you want your stats (logged in – in rotation, or something else) to be and pay a 

bonus every pay period, month or quarter for a person to meet all of your criteria to earn extra pay.  Only 

your best people will earn it – but those are the people you really want to reward.  It is OK if some people get 

it every time and others never get it – they know what they are worth.  (And so do you.) 

If this isn’t the time for bonus programs – at least recognition doesn’t cost anything.  A bulletin board or an 

account in your platform will suffice – Put those names up there for world to see.  Tell everyone how 

important your people are to you.  Send notes of appreciation, two sentences or three will do the job – hand 

written, put some effort into it. People keep those notes for years! 
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Cont. from page 17 

Share the financial status of your company; you don’t need to share every detail, but if your 

people understand the ratio of payroll to income, or how much you pay in extra taxes beyond their 

direct compensation, they will “own” their job more.   

If they understand the effect of churn on your company’s bottom line – they will be more careful to 

keep your customer’s happy.  When they feel they are a part of your company, they won’t want to 

leave it. 

Finally – celebrate the longevity of every single employee; send a note on every anniversary.  

Count the collective years of all the people in your company.  Discover what percentage of your 

employees have been with you for milestone anniversaries.  5 – 10 – 15 – 20 – 25.  Celebrate those 

milestones and brag to your clients about your numbers.   

Be proud of your employees and they will be proud of the company they work for, too.  Proud and 

appreciated employees usually are not going to leave your company. 

Sheryl Denny 
Memorial Scholarship 

Helping Your Staff Achieve Their Dreams  
 

The Sheryl Denny Memorial Scholarship is designed to help employees, from either TeamSNUG member  
companies or Startel Corp. attend higher education.  This scholarship fund was initiated by TeamSNUG  
past-presidents and receives ongoing funding through the Education Committee.  We encourage all employees and 
their children who are attending higher education to apply.  In 2017, due to the generosity of Startel & TeamSNUG, 
we will award 3 scholarships of $1500 each to current employees or their children attending higher education  
during the upcoming school year.  Scholarship funds will be paid directly to the institution after the following  
quarter/semester finals. 
     

Www.TeamSNUG.com/Scholarship  

Deadline Extended: Your application is now due April 7th  
Winners Announced 5/2/2017 
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Name continued... 

, continued... 

mean conference.  Besides turning 30, this year is special because the PIN 
group will be joining us.  Our agenda is packed full of content for everyone!  
  

 
• On Monday, we’ll be having the “Ask Startel/PTD” session where everyone can 

have their questions answered by the experts.  However, this year you may send 
your questions in early so the experts can research your issues and bring the  
answers to the session. 

 

• Secured messaging is everywhere!  Attend a session where you’ll learn about the 
major players in secured messaging, what options they have, and how to deploy 
them on your system. 

 

• Randy Dean, the “E-mail Sanity Expert”, will be speaking on Tuesday. 
 

• “Pearls of Wisdom” - We’re going to let you pick the brains of your colleagues.  
Similar to a round table discussion, we’re going to open up the floor for people to 
ask others how they address/solve/deal with issues and situations.  Feel free to 
email me your questions ahead of time and I’d be happy to ask the group for you. 
 

• Did I say party earlier?  That’s right…Startel is going to end the conference with a 
Miami Vice style 80’s themed costume party. 

 

• Our conference is located in the beautiful Coconut Grove.  The training starts on 
Sunday, 4/30 and sessions end on Tuesday 5/2. http://teamsnug.com/conference   
 

• Did I mention motorcycles???  We’ve planned a pre-conference motorcycle ride 
from Miami to Key West!  We’ll be renting motorcycles on Friday 4/28 and taking 
a leisurely 150 mile ride to Key West.  We’ll enjoy Key West overnight and ride 
back to Coconut Grove on Saturday 4/29.  Again, this will be a relaxed ride with  
frequent stops.  If you ride and are interested, please contact Dan L’Heureux. 

I 

 TeamSNUG is Turning 30 and We’re Throwing a Party! 

http://teamsnug.com/conference
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The SNUG Technical Committee 

Is Pleased to Announce... 

he new SNUG wish list is live! Visit it at www.teamsnug.com 
  

 
You will receive an email from the SNUG wish list software soon inviting you to sign in. We hope that you find the 
new wish list software to be easy to use and very intuitive.  
  
The application is from UserVoice, the leader in product feedback software. It should serve us well for many years 
to come.    
  
The goal of the update to the wish list is to make the feedback process easier for everyone. Also, to assist Startel’s 
R&D in focusing development efforts on the wishes that will have the greatest benefit for SNUG users.  
  
Some highlights:  

• Easier to search for wishes 

• Reduces duplicate wishes 

• Easier to track user feedback and comments 

• Better visibility of wish status 

• Startel can now directly reply to person submitting wish 
Responsive web design for use on mobile phone and tablets 

  
A special thank you to the team that made it happen:  

• Lucas Hakes and Matt Bogan, SNUG Technical Committee members 

• Victoria Nelles, Startel R&D 

• Dan L’Heureux, SNUG Director 
  
If you did not receive your invitation to the SNUG Wish List, please contact Dan at 
SNUG dan@callconsult.net.  

T 

http://www.teamsnug.com
http://t.sidekickopen04.com/e1t/c/5/f18dQhb0S7lC8dDMPbW2n0x6l2B9nMJN7t5XZsd7mF6W63K6GR8rldQ4Vd75C256dWmMf8c6TZ602?t=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.uservoice.com%2F&si=5045058577367040&pi=8f2067d4-f9ae-4054-8974-743d7af59ded
mailto:dan@callconsult.net
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From the Executive Director 
 

ear SNUGies,  

      

Top 10 Reasons to Attend TeamSNUG & PINetwork 2017 – Coconut Grove, FL 
 
10)  Southern Florida in April / May  
9)  Network with your SNUG friends-find out what they are doing 
8) Meet NEW PINetwork friends – let them know what you are doing 
7)  Pearls of Wisdom Session 
6)  50/50 raffle win could pay for your trip 
5)  Jaguar Ceviche Spoon Bar 2 blocks from our hotel 
4) Monty’s Raw Bar  
3) Sunday Technical Day 
2) Learn about Startel & PTD’s Latest & Greatest 
1) Learn how to apply those features for your clients 
 
Actually, any one of these reasons might be enough to attend.  How many times have you heard (or perhaps 
uttered yourself) in general discussions or at the bar….”That idea paid for my trip”.  This year won’t be any 
different, BUT you have to be present to win!  
 
It is easy to sit back and think – what am “I” going to get out of the conference?  Don’t forget these events 
always have been and always will be inter-active.  The more you participate, the more you will get out of the 
sessions, the after-session sessions and the conference as a whole.   Yes it takes effort, but what successful 
venture doesn’t?  1) You have to show up 2) Strike up a conversation with someone you know or better yet, 
someone you haven’t met  3) Ask Questions (people love to talk about their successes)  and be willing to listen 
and respond with your experiences.  Yes this is networking 101, sharing, learning from your peers – call it what 
you will but if you don’t do any of the above – you definitely won’t benefit to the same measure.  
 
This year’s conference is our 30th  Anniversary “Pearl”– you might be surprised where those Pearls of Wisdom 
will be found.  
 
If you haven’t made your hotel reservation it is time to do it TODAY! 

Room Reservations: 1-800-433-4555 or CLICK HERE for King only; there are other room 

configurations, but they have to be made by telephone 
 
 Go to the http://teamsnug.com/conference page and you will find what you need to make sure you are not left 
out of this sure to be outstanding event.  

 
Wishing you the Best in Business, 
 
 
 
Dan L’Heureux  
Executive Director  

D 

https://mayfairhotelandspa.reztrip.com/rt/ext/promoRate?property=660&mode=b&pm=true&sr=148929&vr=3
http://teamsnug.com/conference
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SNUG Headquarters 
3500 Vicksburg Lane N 
#409 

Minneapolis, MN 

55447 

Ph. 800-317-8529 

Fax 800-317-8546 

E-mail list serve:  

snug@list.teamsnug.c

om 
www.teamsnug.org 
 

SNUG Staff 
Dan L’Heureux 

Executive Director 

Dan@CallConsult.net 

 
Editor 

Donna G. West 

 

Art Director 

Lannette Gerbrick 

 
We Welcome Your 

Contributions! 
 
Send your: 

 

 Articles 

 Letters 

 News Releases 

 Comments 
 

To 

Dan@CallConsult.net 

 

SNUG will update you 

ello SNUGLand! 
 

If you have not registered for the Spring Conference, I encourage you to 
do so now!  The Mayfair Hotel is unique and beautiful; and the Spa is 
gorgeous! The PIN Group will be joining us to celebrate our 30th 
Anniversary so expect a fun time reminiscing about the past, networking, and making new 
friends for the future!  
 
The Conference – Ryan has been working diligently with Startel and Professional Teledata 
to ensure that we have an agenda that will give you an immediate ROI for attending!  
Startel has some great sessions planned for Technical Day on Sunday and rumor has it 
there will exciting things to share with us on Monday!  We have Randy Dean speaking on 
Tuesday morning, and while a bit outside the norm, the information Randy shares will help 
you feel more in control of your day (and your e-mail) and be a more organized leader for 
your team!  Our last session of the day will be “Pearls of Wisdom” brought back to 
celebrate our 30th Anniversary.  Watch your e-mail for more information on this great 
session!  Startel Event Night will close the show; we’ll be going back to the 80’s to celebrate 
the fashion and music we loved! 
  
The Wish List –  Aaron Boatin has just launched the new and improved Wish List!  Check 
elsewhere in this issue for Aaron’s information on the update and how to register to use 
it.  In my opinion, the Wish List is one of the most underutilized resources that we as SNUG 
members have at our disposal.  As your SNUG Board reviews the wishes with Startel, we 
often notice that it is the same 10 sites that vote on the wishes.  If your clients are asking 
you for things that our software can’t do OR if your agents struggle to handle client request 
because of the way the accounts need to be programmed or set-up, the Wish List is your 
avenue for getting things changed!  There are many great requested wishes that would 
assist in running a smoother operation and drive additional revenue right now.  However, 
with low amounts of votes by SNUG Members, Startel is not as motivated to grant these 
wishes.  I encourage you to make someone on your team in charge of voting on the wishes 
and keep current with them.  
  
The Scholarship Program – Have you educated your team on the Sheryl Denny 
Scholarship?  An assist with their higher education costs is a great benefit you can offer 
your employees JUST FOR BEING YOUR EMPLOYEES.  ALL THREE Scholarships this year will 
be valued at $1,500.  The application deadline is March 31st, so make sure that they start 
working on it now 
  
We have lots more projects in the works, so keep watching the SNUG List Serv and Board 
Talks for more information.  
  
I look forward to seeing you in Coconut Grove! 
 

Renita Dorty 
SNUG President 2016-2017 

The President's Letter 

H 


